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What the Market Sees: Uneconomic Model, Scary Competition  
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What the Market Sees: Unlimited VC Funding  
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What the Market Sees: Market Share Erosion
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What the Market Sees: Crashing Stock Chart, Bubble Valuation
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Reality Check: Grubhub KPIs

Note: annual order frequency impacted by timing of Q4 2017 acquisitions; Q1 2019 annual order frequency = 9.9. 
Share count increase in 2018 due to YUM! Brands partnership and associated purchase of 2.8 million shares. 8



Industry Primer: Second Coming of the OTAs, But Better 

Source: Needham; Chicago Tribune

● Incremental revenue expands the share of wallet (by as much as 30%) restaurants capture on food spending,                                
displacing other channels (eg grocery stores).

● Food order customers are more loyal (70% only use the first app they download) and order more frequently (range: 10x per year to 10x 
per month) than OTA customers.

● Restaurants are more fragmented than hotels and have less relative negotiating leverage, demonstrated by food order networks’ 
structurally negative working capital.

● Customers are cheaper to acquire than other internet marketplaces. 

Matt Maloney: “We're one of the few 
consumer internet companies for which 
offline advertising works really well — 
specifically, at transit hubs. People 
coming home from work around 6 p.m. 
are hungry and very susceptible to our 
message. We figured this out when we 
advertised on mass transit in Chicago. 
We had noticed that the person 
managing the outdoor ads was really 
bad at taking them down, so we knew if 
we bought a month of space, we'd get 
five. That placement worked very well. It 
has been a staple of our advertising 
ever since. In New York City, you'll see 
Seamless ads plastered on the 
subways and buses.”
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Industry Primer: Two Sided Food Order Marketplace Drivers

Note: Off premise = delivery + carryout + drive thru. Source: NRA; AlphaWise; Morgan Stanley 10



Industry Primer: Competition is 1) Telephone 2) Awareness 

Source: Morgan Stanley; BAML

Channel shift: easy path to 3x market growth Behavior shift: harder to predict but market 5x larger
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Industry Primer: Business and Revenue Model

Source: Just Eat; Grubhub 12



Industry Primer: Two Sided Versus Three Sided Markets; 
Competitive vs Consolidated Markets 

Source: Cat Rock; Takeaway.com 13



Industry Primer: Sticky Customer Behavior Post Initial Churn
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What You Need to Believe: Unit Economics Are Healthy 

Source: company data; Geckoboard. Note: average order value per Q1 2019 actual. 

● Assuming highly profitable customer lifetime value versus 
acquisition cost, accelerated marketing spend is an attractive 
capital deployment option for the company, even to the near 
term detriment of GAAP profit margins.
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What You Need to Believe: Unit Economics Are Healthy (con’t)

Matt Maloney, CNBC interview 4/26/19: “One of the interesting things we did last night in our earnings release was we released supplemental 
information. We showed actual consumer cohort purchasing data. This is really interesting and we don’t do that very often. And we showed data 
for the past four years to show how incredibly consistent our diners are on our platform, even during a time of incredible competitive acceleration. 
We wanted to show our investors that everyone else’s growth has not come at our expense. This is not a zero sum growth situation. We are 
seeing record growth in the face of record competition.” 

Customer retention is increasing Cost to acquire customers is not increasing
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What You Need to Believe: Reported Market Share Misleading

● Industry mix shift from 2 sided to 3 sided marketplaces is inflating the delivery players’ reported market share relative to transaction volume 
and profit per transaction.

○ A 30% take rate generates much higher market share via aggregated data sources (eg credit card transactions, company reported / 
speculated revenue) than a 15% take rate, though the latter company may control a larger percentage of the industry profit pool.

● In the example scenario below, Competitor A (a 2 sided marketplace, similar to Grubhub) has a lower average order value and grows order 
volume slower than Competitor B (a 3 sided marketplace, similar to DoorDash), yet has the same share of industry profits despite being 
33% smaller on a headline basis.

○ Grubhub’s transaction mix in 2018 was ~75% order only / ~25% integrated delivery.
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● Versus 2017, Grubhub has retained 75% of beginning market share (based on gross food sales and population data) in its primary takeout 
markets of NYC / Boston / Chicago / Philadelphia which account for ~2/3rds of the company’s EBITDA.

○ UberEats’ first US markets of NYC, Chicago & LA were launched in 2015, and have had limited impact to Grubhub.
○ DoorDash share inflated as credit card data also captures Walmart grocery transactions (as of Feb 2019: 70 markets, 550 locations).
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What You Need to Believe: Reported Market Share Misleading (con’t)



What You Need to Believe: DashPass Proving Out Demand Side

● DoorDash’s introduction of a monthly subscription product is a positive for the industry (!)
○ Proving existence of power users, validating Grubhub unit economics, and training new users to become frequent purchasers
○ Matt Maloney: “If someone comes along with an improved product at a cheaper price, then we damn well better do a better job, or 

we deserve to fail. So, we can copy what they do and make it better, or we can merge with them.”
● At $2 fee per customer per delivery, Grubhub can offer a subscription model accommodating 5 transactions per user per month with no 

dilution to its existing economics. At 3 transactions per user per month, DashPass likely creates negative unit economics for DoorDash.

Source: PYMNTS; Michael Houck 19



What You Need to Believe: Positioned as Champion of Supply Side
● 89% of QSR customers are most satisfied ordering online and 80% view a loyalty program as key to its 

success, yet only 30% of QSR locations have digital ordering and 40% do not have a loyalty program.
● Recognizing these expectation gaps, Grubhub acquired LevelUp, a back end technology infrastructure 

provider of white label products for restaurants to create and manage their own websites, online 
ordering, loyalty programs, and data capture.

Source: 2018 Restaurant Readiness Index surveying 2,630 locations of 178 QSRs. 

● While online delivery competitors are positioned as threats to 
existing restaurant chains, Grubhub is getting closer to 
restaurants’ data and customers by taking this hybrid approach.
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What You Need to Believe: Capital Providers AND Competitors Will 
Become More Rational OR The Market Will Force It
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What You Need to Believe: Capital Cycle for 3P Food Order Industry 
is in Late Innings 

Source: Marathon Asset Management 22



What You Need to Believe: US Consolidation Lags Europe & Asia… 
But Getting Closer to End Stage 

Source: CB Insights 23



What You Need to Believe: Grubhub is Cheap on a Strategic Basis 
and Valuable to Adjacent Networks 

Precedent transactions @ 1.4x EV / GFS

Source:UBS, Crunchbase 

DoorDash last 3 funding rounds @ 1.5-1.7x EV / GFS
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Cheap on Primary Valuation Metric

Post April 2014 IPO: high 2.5x, low 0.4x, avg 1.1x, current 0.9x

Source: Jefferies 25

Why this metric makes sense



Valuation Driven More by 3P Industry Market Penetration, Less by 
Company Specific Economics 

● Assuming stable market share, a 50% increase in industry market penetration = 54% higher valuation.
● Assuming stable market share, a ~50% increase in company EBITDA margin = 20% higher valuation.
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Projection Assumptions and “DCF”

● Online order penetration reaches 75% of delivery market, implying restaurant direct (eg pizza delivery franchisees) online sales grow by 40% 
in total over 5 years and 3P networks reach 90% penetration of remaining deliveries (ie phone ordering share declines from 50% to 10%).

● Grubhub market share declines by an additional 50% from its Q1 2019 level, ie from 30% to 20%.
● Take rate expands to encompass delivery rollout, but consolidated profitability declines as delivery initially dilutes margins.
● Other than debt service and payoff (Grubhub has 0.8x net debt / EBITDA), no free cash flow is assumed and no shares are repurchased 

despite ~$2B of cumulative EBITDA generated from 2019 to 2023, or $22 / share (~$10 share in net cash).

Sources: NRA, Morgan Stanley, Chris Huskey, company reports 27



Valuation Summary
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Downside Valuation

● If an acquiror could purchase a target for close to the lifetime 
value of its customers, this may present a more attractive 
scenario than said acquiror allocating capital to new customer 
acquisition organically (ie advertising).

● Acquiring Grubhub at its aggregated customer lifetime value 
equates to getting its existing technology infrastructure, installed 
base of restaurant relationships, and employees for free, while 
also paying nothing to increase its own incremental LTV / CAC 
efficiency going forward due to removing a material competitor for 
the next cohort of new customers.

● Assuming slower new customer growth than the prior five years 
and no premium paid for the company’s remaining assets, 
downside in in a takeunder scenario is $50 per share, or 22% 
lower.
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● At its current enterprise value of $6B, Grubhub is trading for ~1x 
the overall industry’s EBITDA at full market penetration (assumed 
30% versus OTAs at 50%), or 3x its own terminal EBITDA 
assuming its market share remains static.

● With high customer purchase frequency, expanding take rates, 
and steady free cash flow generation, the industry will likely 
garner 15-20x EBITDA multiples closer to maturity. 

● For an industry evolving rapidly toward a monopoly / duopoly 
state, paying a small multiple of the industry profit pool to cement 
your participation in an eventual ~$100B end market is a 
compelling use of capital for existing food order competitors or 
adjacent internet marketplaces. 



Summary Thesis
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● Due to an earlier stage in the market lifecycle and a related lack of investor understanding, US food order networks are not recognized as 
high quality compared to their European / Asian peers, which operate in consolidated markets and with associated higher profit margins.

○ Grubhub is FCF generative and GAAP profitable since its public company debut five years ago.
○ Competitor activity is uneconomic, will not last forever, and associated venture funding appears to be drying out of the market. 
○ Reported market share is misleading and penalizes the company for its higher quality business model focused on profitability.

● Internet giants are sidelined: Amazon launched restaurant delivery in 2015 and has negligible market share to show for it, and Google would 
need to build out an on the ground sales force to acquire 100,000 individual restaurant locations, an expensive and margin dilutive activity 
that it's already frustrated shareholders would try to prevent. 

● Addressable market is large and unpenetrated despite providing an easier to use replacement versus the status quo with broader selection, 
higher accountability and better data collection.

○ Business model characterized by customer loyalty, repeat usage, and expanding wallet share for restaurants.
○ Company is viewed as a neutral partner to restaurants, providing them with tools to operate their own online marketing and customer 

acquisition / retention.
● Due to its valuable existing 2 party marketplace and associated profitability, Grubhub is positioned to be the low cost delivery provider for 

both consumers and restaurants as it can operate delivery at breakeven yet still capture its existing economics from the marketplace.
● Customer acquisition is cheaper than other internet marketplaces, LTV/CAC is compelling, and cohort purchase activity is trending positively.
● Founder led management team whose CEO sees value at the current stock price:

Source:Openinsider.com 
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